Frequence V. #10

It adds up !

Dear Volvo fans,
After months of a hard work, and meeting our milestones, the Viking Classic
Autoshow is taking a major step. Our progress in terms of service delivery,
entertainment, bookings... are sufficient to define the admission fee for Sunday June
21rst. The price of admission will be 35€ per person over 12 years old (free for kids
up to 7, 12€ for kids between 8 and 12 years old) This price doesn't include any
benefit (Viking Classic is a non-profit association). Fees income will cover the
expenses related to the intense program that will make VCA2020 the biggest and
more original Volvo event of the year.
Your entrance ticket will include the access to the exceptional domain of the Château
de Fère-en-Tardenois (less than 50 km from Reims, fully privatised, developed and
voiced), numerous presentations and entertainments (in particular for the 60th
anniversary of the P1800), meeting of a lot of car clubs (with VIPs of the
international Volvo community from which Pelle Petterson the designer of the
P1800), a Swedish buffet, a contest, a village gathering sponsors and exhibitors,
unique games for kids and much more... A lottery is arranged too.

On Saturday June 20th, it's up to you in link with the car clubs, « the VCA ecosystem"
proposes: a lunch on the historic Gueux car circuit (option at extra cost), picturesque
routes in the area, discovery of the Tardenoise association for rolling heritage of
Fère-en-Tardenois...
This meeting is unique in Europe and stands only once per decade. To experience
this premium yet popular adventure, please REGISTER HERE .
We will soon be back with fresh news and details.

Följ oss!*
The Viking Classic Autoshow team
The Viking Classic Autoshow VCA 2020 is the second event of an international promotion of classical
Volvo cars and of Sweden. It will take place in Champagne region, château de Fère-en-Tardenois, on
June 2020, 20-21.

* Follow us !
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